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NEW QUESTION 1 

A Machine Learning Specialist at a company sensitive to security is preparing a dataset for 

model training. The dataset is stored in Amazon S3 and contains Personally Identifiable 

Information (Pll). The dataset: 

* Must be accessible from a VPC only. 

* Must not traverse the public internet. How can these requirements be satisfied? 

A. Create a VPC endpoint and apply a bucket access policy that restricts access to the 

given VPC endpoint and the VPC. 

B. Create a VPC endpoint and apply a bucket access policy that allows access from the 

given VPC endpoint and an Amazon EC2 instance. 

C. Create a VPC endpoint and use Network Access Control Lists (NACLs) to allow traffic 

between only the given VPC endpoint and an Amazon EC2 instance. 

D. Create a VPC endpoint and use security groups to restrict access to the given VPC 

endpoint and an Amazon EC2 instance. 

 

Answer: B 

NEW QUESTION 2 

A Data Science team is designing a dataset repository where it will store a large amount of 

training data commonly used in its machine learning models. As Data Scientists may create an 

arbitrary number of new datasets every day the solution has to scale automatically and be cost-

effective. Also, it must be possible to explore the data using SQL. 

Which storage scheme is MOST adapted to this scenario? 

 

A. Store datasets as files in Amazon S3. 

B. Store datasets as files in an Amazon EBS volume attached to an Amazon EC2 instance. 

C. Store datasets as tables in a multi-node Amazon Redshift cluster. 

D. Store datasets as global tables in Amazon DynamoDB. 
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Answer: A 

 

 

NEW QUESTION 3 

A Machine Learning Specialist wants to determine the appropriate SageMakerVariant 

Invocations Per Instance setting for an endpoint automatic scaling configuration. The Specialist 

has performed a load test on a single instance and determined that peak requests per second 

(RPS) without service degradation is about 20 RPS As this is the first deployment, the Specialist 

intends to set the invocation safety factor to 0 5 

Based on the stated parameters and given that the invocations per instance setting is measured 

on a per-minute basis, what should the Specialist set as the sage Maker variant invocations Per 

instance setting? 

A. 10 

B. 30 

C.  600 

D.  2,400 

Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 4 

A gaming company has launched an online game where people can start playing for free but 

they need to pay if they choose to use certain features The company needs to build an 

automated system to predict whether or not a new user will become a paid user within 1 year 

The company has gathered a labeled dataset from 1 million users 

The training dataset consists of 1.000 positive samples (from users who ended up paying within 

1 year) and 999.1 negative samples (from users who did not use any paid features) Each data 

sample consists of 200 features including user age, device, location, and play patterns 

Using this dataset for training, the Data Science team trained a random forest model that 

converged with over 99% accuracy on the training set However, the prediction results on a test 

dataset were not satisfactory. 

Which of the following approaches should the Data Science team take to mitigate this issue? 

(Select TWO.) 
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A. Add more deep trees to the random forest to enable the model to learn more features. 

B. indicate a copy of the samples in the test database in the training dataset 

C. Generate more positive samples by duplicating the positive samples and adding a small 

amount of noise to the duplicated data. 

D. Change the cost function so that false negatives have a higher impact on the cost value 

than false positives 

E. Change the cost function so that false positives have a higher impact on the cost value 

than false negatives 

Answer: BD 

NEW QUESTION 5 

A Machine Learning Specialist was given a dataset consisting of unlabeled data The Specialist 

must create a model that can help the team classify the data into different buckets What model 

should be used to complete this work? 

A. K-means clustering 

B. Random Cut Forest (RCF) 

C. XGBoost 

D. BlazingText 

 

Answer: A 

NEW QUESTION 6 

An agency collects census information within a country to determine healthcare and social 

program needs by province and city. The census form collects responses for approximately 500 

questions from each citizen 

Which combination of algorithms would provide the appropriate insights? (Select TWO ) 

 

A. The factorization machines (FM) algorithm 
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B. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm 

C. The principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm 

D. The k-means algorithm 

E. The Random Cut Forest (RCF) algorithm 

 

Answer: CD 

Explanation: 

The PCA and K-means algorithms are useful in collection of data using census form. 

NEW QUESTION 7 

A Machine Learning Specialist has created a deep learning neural network model that performs 

well on the training data but performs poorly on the test data. Which of the following methods 

should the Specialist consider using to correct this? (Select THREE.) 

A. Decrease regularization. 

B. Increase regularization. 

C. Increase dropout. 

D. Decrease dropout. 

E. Increase feature combinations. 

F. Decrease feature combinations. 

 

Answer: BDE 

NEW QUESTION 8 

A Machine Learning Specialist is working with a large company to leverage machine learning 

within its products. The company wants to group its customers into categories based on which 

customers will and will not churn within the next 6 months. The company has labeled the data 

available to the Specialist. 

Which machine learning model type should the Specialist use to accomplish this task? 
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A. Linear regression 

B. Classification 

C. Clustering 

D. Reinforcement learning 

Answer: B 

 

Explanation: 

The goal of classification is to determine to which class or category a data point (customer in 

our case) belongs to. For classification problems, data scientists would use historical data with 

predefined target variables AKA labels (churner/non-churner) – answers that need to be 

predicted – to train an algorithm. With classification, 

businesses can answer the following questions: Will this customer churn or not? 

Will a customer renew their subscription? Will a user downgrade a pricing plan? 

Are there any signs of unusual customer behavior? 

NEW QUESTION 9 

A company is running a machine learning prediction service that generates 100 TB of 

predictions every day A Machine Learning Specialist must generate a visualization of the daily 

precision-recall curve from the predictions, and forward a read-only version to the Business 

team. 

Which solution requires the LEAST coding effort? 

A. Run a daily Amazon EMR workflow to generate precision-recall data, and save the 

results in Amazon S3 Give the Business team read-only access to S3 

B. Generate daily precision-recall data in Amazon QuickSight, and publish the results in a 

dashboard shared with the Business team 

C. Run a daily Amazon EMR workflow to generate precision-recall data, and save the 

results in Amazon S3 Visualize the arrays in Amazon QuickSight, and publish them in a 

dashboard shared with the Business team 

D. Generate daily precision-recall data in Amazon ES, and publish the results in a 

dashboard shared with the Business team. 
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Answer: C 

NEW QUESTION 10 

A Machine Learning Specialist is configuring automatic model tuning in Amazon Sage Maker 

When using the hyper parameter optimization feature, which of the following guidelines should 

be followed to improve optimization? Choose the maximum number of hyper parameters 

supported by 

 

A. Amazon Sage Maker to search the largest number of combinations possible 

B. Specify a very large hyper parameter range to allow Amazon Sage Maker to cover every 

possible value. 

C. Use log-scaled hyper parameters to allow the hyper parameter space to be searched as 

quickly as possible 

D. Execute only one hyper parameter tuning job at a time and improve tuning through 

successive rounds of experiments 

 

Answer: C 
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